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Three Recording Modes in Parking

There are three types of video recording modes - 
Time-Lapse Video (1 FPS Continuous), Ordinary Video (30 
FPS Continuous) & Dormancy (Record Events Only). After 
car is parked, the duration of video recording can also be 
selected through the app (15min, 1hour, 6hour & 24hour)



The parking mode is controlled by power in ACC Wire. Once 
car is parked and there is no power in ACC Red Wire, the 
dashcam will enter parking mode and record video as per 
the setting selected by you in the app. Once you start the car, 
the dashcam will detect power in ACC Wire and exit parking 
mode

ACC Triggered Parking Mode



For vehicle battery discharge protection, it has an intelligent 
SAFE GUARD function that automatically shuts down 
dashcam when the voltage falls below preset level. User 
can select between three protection levels through the app 
- HIGH (12.4V), MEDIUM (12V) or LOW (11.8V). A fully charged 
car battery has a voltage of 12.8V or more.

Low Battery Protection Function



For connecting hardwire, you need to located the fuse box 
present inside the cabin of your car. The above arrows 
shows the location of cabin fuse box found in different car 
models available in India.

Locate Your Car's Cabin Fuse Box



Identify VCC fuse - 12V power is supplied even when the 
vehicle is turned off or the ignition key is off. Identify ACC 
fuse - 12V DC power is not supplied when the vehicle is 
turned off or the ignition key is off, 12V DC output when the 
vehicle is on or the ignition key is on

Identify ACC & VCC Fuses



Using fuse puller or pliers, remove the identified ACC & VCC 
fuse from the fuse box and keep them aside for next steps. 
You can WhatsApp the Fuse Box Diagram to NEXDIGITRON 
Customer Support for fuse markings if you are unable to 
identify them.

Pull out the ACC & VCC Fuses



Your car will have one of the three fuse types available in 
India - Mini, Low profile Mini or Micro2. You will need to 
select the fuse adapter which matches your car fuse. 
Please note colors of fuse adapters may vary between red 
and yellow as per availability.

Match the ACC & VCC Fuse with Fuse Adapter



Now insert the fuse which your had removed from your car 
into the fuse adapter as per above image. Please insert fully 
into the fuse adapter, it could take some effort to push it fully 
inside. Please insert fuses exactly as per above image.

Insert the ACC & VCC Fuse in the Fuse Adapter



Peel off the red & yellow wire of the hardwire kit, fold it and 
insert in the blue terminal of the fuse adapter. Press the 
terminal with pliers as per above image so that the wire is 
firmly secured with the fuse adapter.

Join the Wires with Fuse Adapter



Now insert the fuse adapters into the fuse box slots from 
where you had removed the VCC & ACC fuses. Press firmly 
so that its completely inside and secured well.

Insert the Fuse Adapter in Fuse Box



The back wire of the hardwire needs to be directly connect-
ed to car body metal point like screw/nut which is unpaint-
ed. This is present inside the sideway plastic trims. DO NOT 
CONNECT to other wires or nuts/screws on plastic parts as 
it will not work properly.

Connect Black Wire to Car Body



Connect the port of the hardwire kit to the dashcam and 
tuck in the wires inside your car trims. When correctly 
connected, the dashcam shutdown music will change when 
set to record in time lapse mode. If you face any issues, 
please contact NEXDIGITRON Customer Support through 
WhatsApp.

Connect the Hardwire to Dashcam


